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RELEASE BYC 350 
 
 

RELEASE BYC 350 is a creping conditioner for tissue paper manufacturing, among other 
applications in paper industry; which is made with properties of an antistatic agent, antistick and 
lubricant which acts easing the paper sheet slippering from the Yankee drier during the creping 
process.  
 

RELEASE BYC 350 reduce the troubles caused by fines, dirtiness and dust, which are caused 
during creping. RELEASE BYC 350 helps to increase the paper machine productivity when 
ease the sheet slippering, allowing higher velocities, reducing the frequent change of doctor 
blades and obtaining a finer and uniform creping, also is achieved a good yankee drier 
conditioning. 
  
Properties 
 

Appearance:     Opalescent oily white liquid 
Chemical nature:    Micro-emulsion of siloxanes 
pH:      6.0 – 8.0 
Solubility:       Totally miscible in water. 
Emulsion stability:    Good 

 

Application 
 

It is recommended dilute RELEASE BYC 350, in proportion to 1:20 parts of water before to be 
applied.  
 

The application points depend on each process and each type of machine, can be sprayed over 
the sheet before enter to drying or directly over the yankee drier surface. 
 

Dosage 
 

0.5 - 4.0 Kg. of RELEASE BYC 350 by tonne of paper. 
 

Packaging and Storage 
 

RELEASE BYC 350 is classified as non hazardous. This product should be stored in fresh 
areas. Keep away from foodstuffs. 
 

Packing: 200 L. Drums. 
 
The information above is believed to be accurate and represents the best information currently available to us. However, we make no warranty of 
merchantability or any other warranty, express or implied, with respect to such information, and we assume no liability resulting from its use. Users should 

make their own investigations to determine the suitability of the information for their particular purposes. Básicos y Colorantes S.A. de C.V. will not be 

responsible for damages resulting from use of or reliance upon his information. 


